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I’ve never been much of a fisherman, or fisherwoman if that is a term.  The few 
experiences I do have are with my Grandmother, who loved to fish, at a lake we 
went to not too far from Yukon when my brother and I would visit her during the 
summer.  It was always a big outing.  I remember catching very few fish, if any. I 
do remember the tackle box and the simply folding chair she used.  We must 
have been reasonably well behaved for her to take us by herself (not something 
I would undertake with a certain two I know if I were in her shoes – at least not at 
current ages).   
 
What I remember most though are the conversations around what bait to use … 
there were plenty of enticing options in her tackle box, which as I recall, 
different ones were used to catch different types of fish … the type of fish we 
were fishing for --- again, that escapes me (and I don’t recall catching any 
myself anyway, my brother had better luck in that department … I think he liked 
cleaning them as much as catching them in fact).  As it turned out, I the general 
bait of choice were night crawler worms.  There seemed to be some concern as 
to whether they would be in stock at the general store near the lake – I think 
most of the time we were in luck.  And so off we went, tackle box, grandma’s 
folding chair (you know the kind that pinch the back of your legs if you don’t sit 
down just right), fishing poles, and a Styrofoam cup of night crawler worms.  
There was a lot of sitting around and waiting and intently watching to make sure 
you didn’t miss the red & white bobber disappear underwater.   
 
Perhaps if I’d tried the Peter and Andrew’s fishing method, one that involved 
tossing out large nets …  maybe I’d have had better luck in my fishing 
endeavors.  Of course, I would have missed the chance to play with all those 
night crawlers though!  Thankfully Peter and Andrew weren’t out on their boat 
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intently and singularly focused on watching a little red & white bobber to 
submerge that would tell them … be quick to reel the line in or that fish could 
away with your all your bait!  It’s a pretty absorbing task.  I imagine gathering 
and throwing nets out would more than likely create an opportunity to look 
around and see what’s going on.   And who did they see and hear as they cast 
their net?  Jesus! 
 
There Jesus stood, newly baptized and at the start of his earthly ministry out 
looking, or “fishing,” for disciples.  He’s not like the traditional rabbi who would 
wait to have young Jewish males apply to him, rather he goes out “fishing” or 
seeking disciples … and not from the most well-known and high credentialed 
“neighborhood” if you will – fishermen were pretty low on the vocational ladder.  
In Matthew’s Gospel all he has to say is “Follow me, and I will make you fish for 
people” and immediately we are told Peter and Andrew as well as James and 
John drop all they are doing and follow Jesus.  
 
It leaves me wondering, what sort of “bait” was Jesus using?  Obviously, nothing 
like the options in my Grandma’s old tackle box.  No, there must have been 
something about him as a person that was utterly compelling and unmistakable 
… the love he must have exuded, the aura of his kindness, a sense of safe 
companionship he offered, the fulfillment of Scripture he taught like no other 
rabbi   … these are the best words I have to offer at the moment, perhaps it was 
something like this (but really more life altering than words can describe) … 
something about Jesus’ presence drew them away from their lucrative efforts of 
fishing with no promise of exactly how they would survive having given up their 
trade.   
 
They could see it right then and there, in the early days of his earthly ministry and 
when he called them, they said “Yes.”  Little did they know all that his teachings 
would offer to them and the countless others who have followed them.   
 
First, in receiving his teachings and all the hope they bring, is something that 
cannot be taken away no matter where we find ourselves in life – they are 
available to us to be received.  All that is needed is to say “Yes!” 
 
Second, in belonging to the community, filled with all sorts of people from all 
walks of life, he inspired (as foolish and as upside down as the community of 
Christ followers is – just as we are reminded by Paul his letter today “the message 
about the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, but to us who have 
been saved it is the power of God”) is belonging to this community is at its best 
one that seeks to be united in Christ rather than divided.   
 



Third, they that are teachings that we continue to live out over and over and 
over.  We need and are given lots of practice.  Yes, God in Jesus loves us … and 
God’s not finished with us yet!  
 
There is more to learn, more to grow into, more to become, more to ways to say 
“Yes, Lord I will follow you.”   
To borrow from the communion hymn we’ll sing in after the Eucharist  
 
Yes Lord, I will go where I don’t know,  
Yes Lord, I will let my love be shown   
Yes Lord, I will risk the hostile stare,  
Yes Lord, I will “love” the “me” I hide 
Yes Lord, I will “quell the fear inside and with faith seek to reshape the world 
around   
 
Yes Lord you may live and grow in me. 2 
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